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Ah. Palm Sunday.  Always a fun time in church.  Mind you, any time we are allowed to 

wander around the church waving branches is bound to be a bit special.  But in any case, I love 

the story about Jesus riding into Jerusalem on a donkey, with the crowds fired up, waving palm 

branches and singing joyful songs.

But I must confess - I find myself just a bit disappointed with the donkey reading this 

morning.  The Palm Sunday reading seems right, and yet, somehow, it doesn't seem complete.  It 

doesn't feel like we are getting the whole story.  What's wrong with the story?  Well, for one 

thing, it's just a bit hard to imagine crowds singing “hosanna” at Jesus this week knowing that in 

a few day's time the crowds will be shouting “crucify him” in reference to Jesus.  There must be 

a piece missing in this story.

I feel as if I've just seen a news report from a biased media station, and we've only heard 

the “politically correct” version of the whole story.  And interestingly - my instinct are in 

agreement with modern biblical scholars.  Many biblical scholars now agree that the story of 

Jesus riding into Jerusalem on a donkey is only half of the story of what likely happened that 

day.

In order to find the other half of the story, we might need a bit of history.  And the history 

we need is interesting - because social conditions at the time of Jesus were surprisingly similar to 

social conditions today.

In today's language. “money speaks”. In historical language, we could say that social 

structures at the time of Jesus operated according to a “domination system”.

According to theologians Margus Borg and John Dominic Crossan, domination systems 

are based on 3 principles.  The first principle is political oppression - meaning that a few 

powerful, wealthy elites had disproportionate control over the lives of the huge majority of 

people.  The second principle is economic exploitation, mainly through the control of the means 

of production - which in Jesus's day was land - in the hands of the elites.  These two principles 
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are clearly unfair, placing wealth and power in the hands of a few people, and we might wonder 

why societies would choose to follow these principles.  The third principle of domination 

systems was therefore some method to legitimate the first two principles.  The most common 

schemes to legitimate unfair sharing of resources are military force and religion.  Or sometimes, 

religion and social structures worked together, declaring - for example - that a particular king 

was chosen by God to rule.

In any case, social injustice has historically often been legitimated by an appeal to either 

money, religion, or both.  As Borg and Crossan state, “in premodern societies known to us, 

religion has been used to legitimate the place of the wealthy and powerful in the social order 

over which they preside.”1

And that's the missing piece of history that will allow us to see the whole story.  Oh - that 

and one more detail.  The Jewish people living in Palestine at the time of Jesus were politically 

and economically dominated by Rome. Passover was approaching, and that meant that many 

Jewish pilgrims were heading to Jerusalem.  And passover for Jewish people represents a story 

of liberation from slavery and domination.  Passover in Palestine would be a reminder of 

liberation in a place where Jewish people did not feel liberated.  Tensions would naturally be 

high.  In order to keep the peace, Pilate would have brought in troops to help control the crowd - 

to make sure that the passover festivities did not become a catalyst for civic unrest and rebellion.

And so, on the original “Palm Sunday”, we would have had 2 parades.  Through one gate, 

we have Pilate, riding on a war horse, leading a large, well-equipped and well-trained army.  That 

parade represented power, force, control, and domination.

Through the other gate, we have - Jesus.  Riding on a donkey, with no army, no wealth, 

nothing of power.  But where Pilate would have been greeted with a mix of indifference and fear, 

Jesus was greeted with joyful crowds, grateful crowds.

Modern biblical scholars seem to agree that the parade that we celebrate on Palm Sunday 

was not an isolated event.  It was in fact a parade in response to Pilate's parade.  Jesus's parade 

was actually a parody - a lampoon - of Pilate's parade.  Jesus's parade was criticism.  It was 

ridicule.  It was sarcasm.  It was the sort of mocking response to authority that can get you 

killed!

1 The Last Week, Marcus J. Borg and John Dominic Crossan, 2006.
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It is reasonable to ask - who was Jesus's criticism directed at?  Pilate, obviously.  But in 

fact, Jesus was likely critical of anyone who collaborated with the Romans.  Politically, that 

would include Pilate and his supporters.  And religiously, that would include many high-level 

religious leaders who collaborated with the Romans, including the high-priests.

Jesus's hostility at the religious leaders is quite clear in the story of Jesus cleansing the 

temple.  Which - in the gospel of Matthew - happens immediately after Jesus's palm parade.  

Jesus is opposed - not to the temple itself - not to the idea of sacrifices – but rather, Jesus is 

opposed to the idea that the temple is a source of source for collaborators.

And that is why on Palm Sunday - in particular - I ask myself the question - if Jesus were 

alive today, and living in Mimico, what would he be doing on a Sunday morning at 10:30?   

Would he join us for worship?  And if Jesus did join us for worship today, I wonder if he would 

have a hostile reaction to anything that we do here?  Would he find anything to object to?  What 

"tables" would he overturn?

And I ask myself the other obvious question: why does Jesus go to Jerusalem?  If Jesus is 

opposed to the concentration of wealth that is a natural outcome of a large number of pilgrims 

coming for the passover, why does Jesus go.  Why doesn't Jesus continue his ministry to the rural 

poor?  Why doesn't Jesus enter Jerusalem when the political pressures are lower?  It seems that 

Jesus could easily have avoided a confrontation with authorities if he had wanted to.  It's almost 

as if Jesus sees his mission as a mission that includes confronting the wealthy authorities of his 

day.  Jesus not only rides into Jerusalem.  Jesus is driven into Jerusalem.  Jesus is driven into 

Jerusalem as part of his ministry.

And I suppose, the final obvious question is this: If we were going – today - to watch one 

of the parades – the Pilate parade or the Jesus parade - and if we were going to cheer for one of 

the leaders.  Who would it be?  Would we follow Jesus?  Or would we collaborate with the 

dominant social systems of the day?

And now we close with a short dramatic piece:
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Narrator: Picture this.  The year is about 30 CE.  It is the last year of Jesus’ public ministry. It is 
less than 1 week before the Jewish passover.  We are in Jerusalem.  A crowd is gathered. 
Let’s listen in ….

A: Would you look at that procession coming from the West.  That guy must really think he’s a 
king!  And all those people!  What a racket.

B: What else do you expect from Pontius Pilate.  Look at him riding his big horse, and look at 
his army.  He just wants to remind us that the might of Rome Empire dominates us.  

A: It works.  Look at all those troops.  I feel dominated all right.

B: The passover is supposed to be about liberation, but I don’t feel very liberated.

A: And look at that other procession coming from the East.   Who’s that guy riding on the don-
key?

B: That’s Jesus - Jesus of Nazareth.  That miracle-working teacher who’s been traveling 
around.

A: OK - so what is he doing on the donkey? And why is he parading into Jerusalem?  And why 
now?

B: I think it’s a poke at Pilate.  Pilate is here in force to keep us in line during the holidays.  Pi-
late is bringing in his kingdom with a sword. Jesus is bringing in the kingdom of God with 
peace.

A: Look.  The two processions are coming together. They are going to collide!!

B: And we’re in the middle!  I just want to hide.

A: If you want to hide, just join in one of the processions.

B: Which procession should I join? Which one is the safest? What do I do?
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Narrator: Picture this.  We are back to the present. We are comfortably at home in Mimico. 
Things are back to normal.

A: Look at that procession coming from the West. It’s the Empire.  

B: You mean the Roman Empire?

A: No, it’s the Empire of capitalism and consumerism. Rampant selfishness.   It the Empire 
where a few people have most of the world’s wealth and the vast majority of the world’s 
people are starving to death and worked to the bone.

B: That’s scary.

A: And look at that other procession coming from the East.

B: I see a procession, but what is it?

A: That’s a procession of love, peace, and justice.  It’s the coming of the kingdom of God.

B: Wow - look at all those people.  It looks like they are following Jesus!

A: Look.  The two processions are coming together. They are going to collide!!

B: And we’re in the middle!  I just want to hide.

A: If you want to hide, just join in one of the processions.

B: Which procession should I join? Which one is the safest? What do I do?

Narrator: Good question.  What do we do?
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